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What You Need to Know About
Your Regulatory Requirements
and Options for Compliance
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Introduction

ro

Workplace air quality is critically important, as clean air keeps
communities healthy and employees productive.

vi

However, it can be quite challenging to identify potential contaminants in the air, and determining how best to
with emissions.

En

comply with the myriad of federal, state and local air regulations can be mind-boggling for companies dealing

Once companies begin to sort through the various requirements that mandate allowable limits for their facilities’

n

particular emissions, they will find that the process for compliance is clearly laid out by the regulatory authorities.

de

The regulations set forth a hierarchy of compliance to ensure protection of workers and the environment, with

al

requirements for testing and reporting to prove that compliance.
In this guide, we’ll offer insight into these requirements, common solutions to air quality problems, and methods

W

to confirm compliance with all regulations. While every company should have some knowledge of air quality
issues, many will find that identifying the right solutions to control emissions is best done by an expert who
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knows the nuances of the regulatory programs and can ensure all requirements are met.
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CH APT E R ON E:
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What’s in the Air? Know Your Air
Quality Requirements
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ro

In the course of manufacturing or fabricating goods, a company is
likely to produce more than the product itself; it is also likely to
create emissions of some sort.

En

These emissions can have a serious impact on the environment and the air workers breathe. Left unchecked,
workers may suffer ailments ranging from headaches, fatigue or asthma, to more serious problems, leaving

n

companies vulnerable to fines and legal action.
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Fortunately, regulations have been established to protect human health and the environment by demanding
specific measures to be put in place to control emissions and prevent impacts to indoor and outdoor air quality.
Unfortunately for facility owners and employers, it can be difficult to navigate through the complex regulations

W

al

to determine which requirements apply and the most cost-effective way to comply.
KNOW YO UR FEDER A L R EG U L ATION S
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Any facility responsible for releasing contaminants to air, either indoors or outdoors, should be aware of federal
regulations from the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the United States Environmental
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Protection Agency (USEPA).
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OSHA’s workplace safety oversight includes requirements which dictate acceptable air quality at a facility.
OSHA has numerous regulations around air quality, each one responsible for regulating air quality in terms of
permissible exposure limits (PELs) for workers based on health protection. These PELs are typically 8-hour timeweighted averages which limit how much of a substance a worker can be safely exposed to over a standard shift.
If the worker’s exposure exceeds that limit, the employer can be cited and fined.
The USEPA’s focus is on the health effects of hazardous substances on the surrounding community. As a result,
its rules are centered around limiting environmental pollution. USEPA developed regulations under the Clean Air
Act that limit how much of a substance a facility can release into the environment based on human health risks.
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CHAPTER ONE:

What’s in the Air? Know Your Air Quality Requirements

MEET STAT E A ND LO CA L R EG U L ATION S
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While OSHA and USEPA rules dominate the regulatory landscape, many states and local governments also

set emissions requirements that restrict allowable emissions. The requirements enforced by states and local
agencies must be at least as stringent as those set by USEPA and OSHA.

For example, the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) has established unique
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requirements and procedures tailored to the State’s air quality needs. In addition, the New York City Department
of Environmental Protection (NYCDEP) also enforces equipment, building and construction emissions
requirements which only apply to facilities in New York City.
BE PRO A C T I V E I N Y O U R A P P R OA C H

It is up to owners and employers to do their due diligence and research the applicable air quality regulations that

en
ta
l

impact their facilities. Creating a safe environment not only builds worker loyalty and provides goodwill with the
local community—it’s the law.

Unfortunately, some facility owners and employers wait to be inspected by OSHA or USEPA before putting
appropriate Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) protection and preventive measures in place. This reactive

nm

approach to air quality can be costly. As a case in point, respiratory protection violations were the fourth most

ro

cited OSHA violation in 2018. A maximum penalty can be up to $13,260 per violation.

In addition, OSHA compliance demands that employers maintain proper documentation, in some cases for over

vi

30 years. For instance, the Safety Data Sheets for every chemical used in their facility must be kept on file for 30
years. The reason for this long document retention period is that a health impact attributable to a chemical may

En

not manifest for 20 or more years after the exposure. OSHA puts the onus on employers to prove they

n

implemented proper measures and controls.
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Putting a program in place to regularly review all requirements and practices to meet them can help an
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organization achieve and maintain compliance, build worker loyalty, and avoid penalties.
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Identifying the Right Solution
for Every Problem
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Once a company recognizes that it produces potentially hazardous
emissions, it should create an action plan to mitigate any risks and
negative impacts.

En

Fortunately, OSHA lays out a clear framework of controls to manage workplace hazards, enabling companies to
create a pathway toward a safe work environment.
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1. ELI MI NAT E T HE S O U RC E

The preferred, and by far most effective, course of action is to eliminate the hazard at the source before
a problem can ever occur. OSHA offers an example of how this works: A manufacturer of plastic compounds

al

used lead compounds as heat stabilizers in formulating certain wire and cable products. As state laws changed

W

and end-user demand increased, the company worked with partners in its supply chain to investigate less toxic
alternatives than lead and switched to an option that could achieve the same high-quality product performance.
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2. I NS T A LL ENG I NEERI NG CON TR OL S

There are, of course, many cases where it’s simply not feasible to replace one chemical or material with another.

ty

In this case, the next preferred method of controlling a hazard is to modify the facility by utilizing engineering
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controls, such as ventilation or fume hoods.
Engineering controls either reduce the generation of a contaminant or limit the amount of a contaminant in the
air by exhausting the contaminant and/or cleaning the air. While we will discuss this approach in greater depth
in the next chapter, it is important to know that effective engineering controls should be monitored regularly to
ensure they remain effective over time and in the face of any changes.
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CHAPTER TWO :

Identifying the Right Solution for Every Problem

3 . A PPLY A DMI NI ST R AT IVE A N D WOR K PR ACTIC E CON TR OLS
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An administrative control limits workers’ exposure to hazardous materials by reducing the amount of time

workers spend exposed to a contaminant. This might mean restricting access to a work area or using a work-rest
or job rotation schedule that limits the length of time a worker is exposed to a hazardous substance.

For example, OSHA's PEL for lead is 50 micrograms per cubic meter of air on average over an 8-hour period.
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So, in a workplace that may exceed this limit, the employer may assign a worker to that environment for
four hours and another employee for the other four hours each day, thereby reducing the exposure of
each worker on an eight-hour basis to below that PEL.

Because the hazard is not actually eliminated in these instances, these control measures can have some
limitations. For example, administrative controls can be difficult to implement because they depend on

en
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workers’ compliance. These solutions work best in conjunction with engineering controls and other solutions.
4. R EQ UI R E PER S O NA L PROTE C TIVE E QU IP M E N T

Unlike the three prevention measures listed above, the use of personal protective equipment (PPE) is a protection
control. While prevention measures focus on eliminating or reducing the probability that a hazardous condition

nm

will occur, PPE instead reduces the magnitude of the hazard. Some OSHA standards set mandatory requirements
for PPE such as respirators alongside other types of controls.

ro

As with administrative and work practice controls, PPE requires action from employees, so it can be difficult
to ensure compliance. Although PPE may seem like a quick and easy way to solve a problem, it may require more

vi

frequent training and reminders to ensure the equipment is being used appropriately and consistently. In
addition, employers may find that employees’ overall safety and working conditions might actually be reduced as

En

they are required to wear more layers of PPE, so it is important to alleviate as many hazards as possible upfront.
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A BRO A D PR O BLEM- S O LV I N G A P P R OA C H
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For many employers, a multi-pronged approach is the most effective way to limit the potential impact of
hazardous emissions on workers. For example, as many manufacturing operations will have more than
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one hazard in the environment, it is important to consider a broad approach that reduces all potential
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hazards to employees.
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Developing Effective
Engineering Controls
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CH APT E R T H R E E:

ro

Employers can manage their hazardous emissions with careful planning
and thoughtful engineering.

vi

With the proper controls in place, emissions of chemical vapor, dust or fine particles can be controlled to ensure
workers’ safety. Engineering controls either minimize the generation of the contaminant or reduce the amount

En

of contaminant in the air through various methods.

It is important that controls be designed to collect contaminants as close as possible to the source from which

n

they are generated. This makes it easier to collect more contaminants. In addition, because the air is collected

de

at the source, the facility could use a smaller collection system as compared to collecting air throughout the
entire building. In some cases, engineering controls can be placed along the path a hazard travels to capture

al

and remove the contaminant before it can impact workers’ health.

W

FO LLOW T HE CO NTA MI NA N T

of

Ultimately, an engineering control system is designed based upon the specific contaminants in an environment.
Some contaminants are heavier than air, so the collection system must be installed to draw air from the lower

ty

portions of the workspace. For example, if a facility uses a woodworking system, it might need a collection point
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near where the sawdust is generated to recover dust and another system closer to the floor since the particles
are heavier than air and, therefore, fall to the floor.
Other contaminants are lighter than air or, if emitted from applications where heat is involved, rise with the
hot air. In that case, the facility may need a collection hood over the area where the emission is generated.
For example, it may help to install a hood above a heated plating tank to collect evaporating chemicals at
the source of generation.
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CHAPTER THR EE:

Developing Effective Engineering Controls

If the hazard is generated throughout several points in the workspace, the space may require several general
collection points. Using the woodworking example above, a facility with a process that pushes a wooden product
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through a fabrication line complete with saws, routers and grinders would generate dust across several points.
As a result, there would be multiple collection points, potentially connected to the same dust collector.
CO NT RO L O PT I O NS
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For many facilities, the only engineering control necessary is adequate ventilation. However, other solutions
might include process control and enclosure or isolation.

Consider a plating shop, for example. A worker operates at a tank where a chemical is heated, causing the

chemicals in the tank to evaporate into the air. One engineering control is putting plastic balls on the top of an

open tank that contains solvents. This does not interfere with placement of metals in the tank for plating, but it

en
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reduces the amount of chemical evaporation.

The amount of the hazard generated at this source would be further reduced by installing a ventilation system to
exhaust any remaining vapor outside.

Of course, if the amount of a substance the facility can emit to the outdoor air is limited by regulation, the

nm

emissions may need to be treated before they are exhausted. An emissions treatment system may include
particulate filters to remove dust, activated carbon filters to absorb VOCs, or an afterburner to achieve complete

ro

combustion to control any contaminants before the treated air is released.
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T REAT I NG T HE RI G HT PRO B L E M
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By studying potential contaminants of concern and understanding where the hazards lie, it is possible to design
and install a highly efficient control system. But what if the facility team doesn’t know which contaminant is
causing problems? Or if the installed control is working as intended? In the next chapter, we’ll discuss how to
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check for contaminants and confirm that all regulatory requirements are being met.
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CH APT E R FO UR :
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Verification: How to Ensure You’re
Meeting Applicable Requirements
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There are a few primary instances when manufacturers should test their
air quality: upon setting up a new operation or piece of equipment, to
identify the source of any potential exposures to hazardous material,
and to confirm that operations all meet regulatory requirements. Both
the substances of concern and the circumstances will determine the

n

appropriate test to use.

de

T EST TO I DENT I FY YO UR I S SU E
In establishing controls, a consultant would first test the indoor air quality to confirm whether or not a company

al

has an air quality issue. This baseline measurement also gives the designer some idea of the potential air quality

W

issues so the appropriate engineering controls can be selected and designed. Once the system is in place, the
company should retest the air quality to confirm that the control put in place is effective.

of

An indoor air quality test measures the chemical concentrations inside a facility where workers are exposed.
The normal procedure is to place a small pump on the worker, with a tube that comes up to the collar near the

ty

breathing zone. A small opening takes in air and brings it through the pump into a cassette to collect
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contaminants in the air. That cassette is then tested to assess the concentration of certain emissions in the
workplace, based on facility operations and chemical usage. In addition to personal testing, pumps would be
placed in a few other general areas to measure the amount of chemicals in various areas of the workspace.
For concerns about an unidentified source—say, when a worker is reporting symptoms such as dizziness that the
employer suspects is related to air quality—the consultant may use various meters to perform instantaneous,
short- or long-term measurements. Meters can measure the amount of oxygen, carbon monoxide and certain
other chemicals in the air.
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CHAPTER FOUR :

Verification: How to Ensure You’re Meeting Applicable Requirements

T EST TO DEMO NST RAT E COM PL IA N C E
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While certain air quality tests are used to identify a problem, other tests are required to confirm compliance with
federal, state or local regulations on emission limits in the atmosphere. There are three testing methods that
are typically used:

• The stack test, also referred to in USEPA regulations as a performance or source test, simply measures
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what’s leaving the building exhaust system. This may be required in order to demonstrate to the
environmental agency that a facility is complying with the appropriate emission limits.

• A continuous emission monitor (CEM) continuously collects data on the amount of pollutants emitted into

the atmosphere in exhaust gases from combustion or industrial processes. The CEM also records the data,
as required by environmental agencies. A standard CEM system may consist of gas analyzers; gas

sampling system; and temperature, flow and opacity monitors, all integrated with a data acquisition
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system. Typical monitored emissions include sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, carbon

dioxide, hydrogen chloride, airborne particulate matter and volatile organic compounds. CEM systems can
also measure air flow, flue gas opacity and moisture.

• Technical requirements governing the use of CEMs are found in the U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations' Title 40: Protection of the Environment, 40 CFR Parts 60 and 75. State implementation

nm

plans are based on the USEPA’s regulatory authority, although some variation exists from state to
state.

ro

• Opacity Testing is a visual gauge of emissions from a stack to ensure that there is little to no smoke being
emitted. Such testing is performed by a USEPA Method 9 Certified “Visible Emission Evaluator” who

En

vi

determines the opacity of the exhaust emitted.

Each of these test methods can be used together to determine that a facility is meeting emission limits.
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T EST, DO CU MENT A ND R EPE AT
Testing is not to be done once and then forgotten. Depending on the regulatory requirements, testing may need
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to be repeated at a set frequency to confirm that the controls in place still work. Facility owners and employers
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also will need to maintain proof of this testing, and its success, as we’ll discuss in the next chapter.
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CH APT E R FIVE:
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Meeting Permitting and
Recordkeeping Requirements
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As mentioned in Chapter One, various federal, state and local regulations
govern the permissible levels of certain emissions. Those requirements
dictate when a facility owner needs a permit.

En

Permits and registrations are legal documents that facility owners and operators must follow. Air permitting
requirements are largely dictated by environmental laws (rather than workplace safety laws). Federal, state and
local agencies may each have different types of permits or registrations, based either on the potential and actual

n

emissions emitted by a facility or on the capacity of certain equipment (e.g. the amount of kW for a generator or

de

MMBTU/hr for a boiler).

An air facility registration is a type of certificate usually applicable to smaller facilities, where contaminants

al

emitted or equipment used are at levels that do not exceed thresholds requiring a permit. Typically, a

W

registration to the authorities having jurisdiction is not an extensive document to produce. It may require
completing a couple of pages with information about the facility and the controls in place.

of

A permit on the other hand, is typically a more complex application. This comprehensive document describes the
regulatory requirements that apply to a facility and the methods that the facility is using to demonstrate

ty

compliance with those requirements. It might require more detailed emission calculations, descriptions of
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process controls and a detailed compliance plan.
Permitting requirements may be dictated by the type of equipment in use. For example, in New York City, a boiler
operating at over 4.2 million BTUs/hr may require one type of permit. A boiler under that threshold may require
a different type of permit or a registration. In a similar vein, a non-emergency generator larger than 450 kW may
require a permit. A generator below that level may require only a registration. A permit covers every potential
hazard in a facility.
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CHAPTER F IVE:

Meeting Permitting and Recordkeeping Requirements

TYPES O F PERMI TS YO U MAY N E E D
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Companies may be required to submit multiple permits, if their operations and emissions trigger different

requirements at the federal, state and local levels. For example, a facility operating in New York City may have
four types of permits to pursue. These include:

• USEPA Title V Permit: The 1990 Clean Air Act amendments set forth the requirement that major
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industrial sources of air pollutants must obtain operating permits. These permits detail for each covered
facility all the applicable emission control requirements. Implementation of these requirements affects
more than 15,000 industrial sources of air emissions, as well as state and local air pollution control
agencies.

• State Air Permit or Registration: States may develop unique requirements and procedures tailored

for their air quality needs, as long as the program is at least as stringent as USEPA’s requirements. The
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NYSDEC has one such program.

• Local air permit: The NYCDEP requires that industrial facilities have a permit due to various categories
of exhaust. Other municipalities in the State may not require the same level of permitting. However,
businesses in New York City may need a state permit in addition to their city permit.

nm

• Other applicable permits: Companies performing certain types of work in a building (for example work
that puts holes through the roof, walls, etc.), will generally require a building department permit. A fire

vi

REPO RT I NG A ND RENEWI NG

ro

department permit may also be required if work involves, for instance, the use of flammable chemicals.

En

To maintain compliance with a permit, companies may need to perform some level of reporting on a quarterly,
semi-annual or annual basis. This reporting may include either submitting an actual reporting document
to the authorities having jurisdiction or simply generating the data and maintaining it on site for a certain

n

number of years. Permits typically must be renewed every three to ten years, so it is important to have this

de

information on hand.
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This ongoing reporting can also help keep air quality and, consequently, workers’ health and safety front of mind
at a facility. By working with a partner with air quality expertise who assists in strategically planning for accurate

W

testing, successful controls, and regular reporting, organizations can focus on the manufacturing work that
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they do best.
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Conclusion
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A company whose operations release indoor and outdoor air
contaminants in any volume should be aware of OSHA and USEPA
regulations, as well as the various state and local requirements that
must be met.
Each of these requirements comes not only with testing conditions but also reporting obligations that are critical
to a facility’s safe ongoing activities. Having a sound air quality compliance program in place will keep your facility

de

n

in operation and avoid the potentially stiff penalties associated with non-compliance.
To determine the best way to meet indoor air quality requirements, organizations must know and follow the

al

hierarchy of controls. While eliminating the hazard at the source may be preferable, engineering controls are

W

a frequently used and proven effective way to control indoor airborne contaminants.
In addition to complying with outdoor air quality standards, it is also important to register or pursue permitting
with authorities having jurisdiction to prove a facility meets all environmental compliance requirements.

of

Maintaining compliance with an environmental permit may include the successful completion of a test to

ty

gauge air quality and emissions.
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While air quality regulations can seem complex, and can and do change over time, complying with these
requirements doesn’t have to be a challenge. By working with an environmental expert, companies can easily
plan for, test and report on efficient controls. This type of partnership can give organizations peace of mind in
their daily operations.
NEED HELP DETERMINING THE VALUE OF YOUR UTILITIES? GET IN TOUCH TODAY.

Corporate HQ 16 Spring Street, Oyster Bay, NY 11771 (516) 624.7200
Hudson Valley Office Hopewell Junction, NY | Midwest Office Fort Wayne, IN
www.WaldenEnvironmentalEngineering.com
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